V IETNAM IN F OCUS
P HOTO TOUR S AN D WOR K S HOP S

PH OTO GRA P H I C

TO U R

PHOTOS COURTESY OF TOUR PHOTGRAPHER & GUIDE VICTOR MORANTE

If you want to explore Saigon’s
classic alleyways, way oﬀ the
tourist radar, while learning how to
use the ‘natural’ geometry of the
streets to compose your pictures, this is
the tour for you. Creativity is the name of
the game, and your guide, street
photographer Victor Morante will show you
how he uses light, shadow, lines and colours to
make such distinctive, minimalist images. Along
the way, you’ll enjoy a close encounter with local
Saigonese, from the monks at a dawn temple to
commuters grabbing a snack before work and the busy
scenes at a vibrant street market. You’re sure to come
away with pictures unlike any others you’ve taken, and
looking at photography with new eyes. Learn the art of
street photography while discovering the real Saigon.

ITINERARY
5:30am - Hotel pick up
6am - We start at a quiet Buddhist temple is next to the canal.
It's the right time to get to know each other, our goals and
camera settings if needed. The temple is the ideal warming-up spot to get your camera set and begin to understand
how to frame a photograph properly.
6:15am - We make our move towards the canal - we'll be
walking upwards following the man-made "river". The soft and
orangey light coming from the sunrise will stretch all shadows, making the way up very photogenic. Locals start the day
very early, so expect to see people doing some sport, ﬁshermen and people chilling out on the sides. We will be working
on street portraits and candid daily scenes, always taking care
of the composition.
7am - From the canal we'll get into the alleyways, narrow
streets, friendly characters and light
getting through this charming maze. Wide angles would be
the ideal, since we will be shooting close-up photographs.
Creativity will be our goal, photographing silhouettes, details,
or colors, making our images as unique as possible. There will
be a break to rehydrate and quickly check the photos taken so
far.
8:15am - Coming straight from the endless alleyways, we'll
end up at the local market, low light and high contrast scenes
to be expected. It'll be a challenge for our skills, getting the
right settings in order to capture the vibrant early-morning
instants at the market. We'll keep moving through diﬀerent
alleyways towards breakfast/coﬀee time.
9am - Breakfast time, the local streets oﬀer all you may dream
of Vietnamese food, so many choices to pick from. We ﬁnish
up the tour by taking away their famous coﬀee and drinking it
on a terrace with lovely views.
10pm – Farewell
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